Pneumatically Actuated Material

Exploration of the Morphospace of an Adaptable System of Soft Actuators

ABSTRACT
This research in progress investigates a design and fabrication method of an adaptable and programmable composite material in an embodied computation system. It develops a workflow for a behavior-based model, the exploration of the morphospace associated with the combinatorial assembly, and the actuation of soft elements. The aggregation of individually actuatable and soft units in a system creates a large potential for adaptability, flexibility, and reconfigurability through a non-rigid and non-mechanical system. The cells are developed through a process of prototyping on origami- and auxetic pattern–inspired soft robotic elements. Every soft cell is pneumatically actuated through a negative pressure environment. The computational simulation is informed by the prototyping process and its findings. The simulation-based design of such an assembled system allows prediction of the aggregated shape and outputs a sequencing table describing the actuation status of every cell, and can create a tool to communicate between material and computational systems.

1. Assembly of actuatable soft element
2. First probes, exploring different shape-shifting characteristics, linked to their pattern. The first and third row show the elements in non-actuated state, the second and fourth demonstrate the deformation through actuation.
INTRODUCTION
The interest in adaptability and responsivity of architecture is steadily growing. Kinetic design approaches search for acoustically or spatially shifting solutions (Decker 2015; Osório, Paio, and Oliveira 2014), among other things, and most—exemplified by Chuck Hoberman’s Iris Dome—deploy a mechanical method of kinetic actuation. However, mechanical systems like this have a limited range of flexibility.

This work in progress is situated in the context of responsive and adaptive architecture (Menges et al. 2013; Beites 2013; Li, Shang, and Wang 2017) and soft robotics (Polygerinos et al. 2015; Deshpande, Tse, and Ren 2017; Decker 2015). It explores the morphospace of a combinatorial system of soft actuators that are actuated individually through a negative pressure environment and deploy a mechanical jamming mechanism (Li, Shang, and Wang 2017; Deshpande, Tse, and Ren 2017). Most commonly, combinatorial systems provide a method for assemblies of rigid elements. However, in systems such as Smart Granular Materials (Dierichs et al. 2017) or PneuSystems (Velikov, Thün, and O’Malley 2014), the actuation of single elements is deployed as a method of entanglement and interlocking of units.

In this research, the local deformation of a unit through actuation leads to a global change of shape. The soft machines are not applied as fabrication or construction tools in architecture, but instead become architecture themselves (Kilian and Sabourin 2017; Thomsen et al. 2015; Alquist, McGee, and Sharmin 2017). The softness of the material not only characterizes the flexibility of the single unit in the non-actuated state, but also implies the smooth transition between different actuation states. The use of discrete elements offers the possibility of reconfigurability, customization, and recycling of the whole through assembly and disassembly. In this research project, the information from the physical world and its behavior are undeniable for computing outcomes, which can be referred to as embodied computation. The individual programmability of the actuation state of every single unit in the system allows a large range of overall deformation possibilities, which is explored digitally through a spring-based simulation and physically...
on a prototype. This computational method is controlled by a sequencing table that informs the actuation state of every single cell in this aggregation.

**BACKGROUND**

While current conceptions of robotics in architecture privilege the idea of robotic fabrication and industrial robot arms, the potential goes far beyond making (Kilian and Sabournin 2017; Kim et al. 2015; Abramovic, Glynn, and Achten 2017).

**Smart Materials**

Architecture can react to certain requirements through environmentally activated materials, such as heat- or humidity-actuated materials. (Addington and Schodek 2005; Menges 2013). In the world of smart materials, there has been a particular focus on material systems that exhibit bidirectional behavior: Shape-memory polymers (SMP), which have until now been mainly examined in the field of biomedicine and aerospace, have kinetic dual-shape qualities and expand or contract in a linear way when exposed to heat (Beites 2013). Additive-layered manufacturing technologies using those dual-shape materials are specified as 4D printing. The material composition allows a customized and programmable deformation of a surface through external stimuli (Li, Shang, and Wang 2017). Volumetric dual-shape materials can be introduced as phase changing materials, where design methods can control their behavior (Faircloth et al. 2018).

**Soft Machines**

This research looks at pneumatically actuated soft elements as an alternative or complement to the above approaches of shape-shifting materials.

Large-scale pneumatic objects have already been explored since the 1960s. Study objects such as the Yellow Heart or the Instant City (Archigram 1968), or newer buildings such as Tubaloon (Snøhetta 2016) or the Allianz Arena (Herzog de Meuron 2005) demonstrate the structural, thermal, and acoustic isolating and lightweight qualities of pneumatics in architecture.

In the world of robotics, soft actuators, which are mainly monolithic elements, explore necessities like flexibility, adaptability, and safety requirements in the interaction between human and robot (Polygerinos et al. 2015; Deshpande, Tse, and Ren 2017; Decker 2015). They oppose the rigidity of mechanic robotic components and can shift shape (Polygerinos et al. 2015; Decker 2015). Pneumatic and hydraulic soft robotic components are often favored due to their lightweight, low-cost, and power-to-weight ratio qualities. (Polygerinos et al., 2015)

In the last years, a novel method of soft actuation has emerged. This method combines origami-inspired folding methods using a non-expandable material and a pneumatic envelope, enclosing the folded object (Deshpande, Tse, and Ren 2017; Li, Shang, and Wang 2017). The single unit is actuated through a jamming mechanism that stiffens in a negative pressure environment by “jamming” the material.
inside the pneumatic pocket together. The usually granular material inside the pneumatic actuator is here exchanged with a pocket attached, origami-folded element. Every unit has one actuation source controlling its dual-shape behavior.

**METHOD**

This research connects physical and digital methods so that one informs the other. We have gained an understanding of the making and physical performance of the system by producing a range of differently patterned probes. The behavior of one chosen pattern was selected to calibrate a digital simulation approach capable of accurately describing the behavior of assemblies of this element. This combined digital and physical approach supported the exploration of morphospace associated with different assemblies and their shift in shape according to certain sequencing patterns.

**Prototyping Process**

The physical sample has evolved from a series of probes exploring geometrical changes in a state of actuation. One single cell is composed of a flexible but non-extendable three-dimensional geometry and a pneumatic enclosing envelope. Those single units are actuated through a negative pressure environment around the pneumatic hull, and in later stages are joined together in a system of multiple elements. The deformable geometry of every unit is a cluster of several identical elements arranged in two dimensions and linked through flexible hinges. The deformation grade of the single unit can be controlled through its wall thickness and hinge size. The prototypes showed, that hinges of 1.0 mm wall thickness created the highest deformation results when actuated for small-scaled units around 60 to 220 mm in diameter. To improve the airflow through the extruded pattern, small holes were placed in the walls of each element. These units are printed using a fused deposition modelling (FDM) method with a flexible TPU material, which can't expand while the unit is deformed.

Several pattern studies have been conducted, experimenting with mechanical metamaterial, such as auxetic formations and origami-inspired geometries. Mechanical metamaterials are artificial materials that, unlike other adaptive materials, don't show shape-changing characteristics through material composition, but rather through geometry and structure (Mesa et al. 2017). Regular patterns, such as the negative Poisson ratio sample, showed full contraction in actuated state. If, however, a column of convex elements is added in between the concave ones, the contraction of those is drastically diminished. However, spatial shape shifting through geometrical characteristics, such as triangular patterns and tapered geometries, showed more potential for this research than linear or two-directional deformations.

An airtight envelope encloses the deforming geometry, which in actuated state forces the geometry into its deformed state. The envelope is in no point attached to the geometry—it is only enclosing it. Envelope size tests showed that envelopes with loose fit enable the best deformation results, whereas exceedingly large hulls
hinder airflow through the cell. The first experiments have been conducted using a soft and translucent TPU film. The custom airtight pocket has been created using an ultrasonic hand welder. The best outputs resulted when folding the material before welding it. Although the material is soft, it extends while actuated and is unable to retract to its starting size, and is thus not convenient for these explorations. The material used for those elements needs to be elastic and fully retractable after actuation. For this application, a better solution can be found in a natural latex sheet, since it is perfectly airtight and can have customized pockets created through sealing with liquid latex. In addition to the required characteristics of the material, latex introduces visual qualities through opacity shifts.

The fully assembled pneumatic unit is actuated through the application of a negative pressure environment using a 12 V power source. The individual controllability of every cell introduces an adaptable system. The pneumatic cells (geometry and pocket) are joined through soft hinges. The assembly works as one single system and needs the units to be joined as one surface. This requires connections on the top and bottom of the units. Those connections are soft and allow the unit to deform when actuated. However, they are non-extendable and force their non-actuated neighbors into a passive deformation. Latex loops are reinforced with a sewing pattern and a stretchable textile. The seam controls the extension if forces are applied on the loop and the textile prevents it from ripping.

**Digital Model and Simulation**

A digital simulation of the unit and its assembly in a system of actuatable cells has been generated using the spring-based simulation engine Kangaroo2 (Piker 2015). As in the physical prototyping phase, the simulation of the single cell has been generated first. For this a spring-based model representing one symmetric unit of nine tapered hexagonal geometries imitates the deformation of the physical model. This actuatable unit is then assembled in regular and irregular lattices, where every cell can be individually controlled and influences its neighbors when in an actuated state.

**Exploring the Morphospace**

The exploration of the morphospace is conducted on the digital and physical model. It investigates the possible shapes of regular and irregular planar lattices containing several identical cells. Every shape is created through a table of sequences that define the actuation state of every single unit in the system as generated by an evolutionary solver. This table of sequences is then implemented into the digital model and informs its unit’s actuation state. As the cells are arranged in the same way as in the digital model and follow
the sequencing table, thus informing the orientation state of every unit, the behavior of the digital object can be adjusted according to the physical assembly. The unsupervised learning algorithm (k-means clustering) has then been used to categorize those generated digital models by descriptive parameters.

RESULTS

Small assemblies led to very successful results, proving that a large range of different shapes can be created from one single topology. Actuated units passively deform their neighbors and influence the model at both a local and global level. However, if the number of assembled units increases, the overall weight hinders a predicted deformation. The texture of the latex seems to be too smooth and the 5 mm wide connections start to loosen. In subsequent explorations, this connection problem needs to be investigated and solved to allow further development of this research.

Simulation gives us a tool to speculate on design and behavior; however, as this research shows, the predicted cases don’t always accord to the physical element. A lack of information about materiality and behavior input only allows us to approximate physical and digital behavior. In future phases, 3D scanning could be involved to understand the discrepancy between the digital and physical world. In addition to the informative level, the scanning method could create a higher level of bidirectionality in the model. Whereas now the human being plays an indispensable role in the communication between digital and physical components, this method could take over the role of evaluating...
them, and a stronger interaction among model, environment, computational simulation, and human could be achieved.

CONCLUSION
This research establishes a workflow for the fabrication and design of an adaptable intelligent system, which can lead to a communication tool between the physical and computational artefact. The assembly of soft actuated elements as building material challenges the possibilities of soft robotics and their application in the field of architecture as smart materials. While these materials usually deform due to their material composition, here the proposed assembly of pneumatic units offers a larger range of freedom in scale and shape, since the deformation is programmed through the system's geometry, as well as its additive and reconfigurable nature.

In further explorations, the prediction of every shape based on tables of actuation sequences can be developed as a tool to inform and train the physical material and generate real-time communication and adaptation. An intelligent material could emerge that is able to adapt and respond to certain architectural needs and suggest new spatial formations. While the softness of the architecture can respond to acoustic and spatial comfort, the change in translucency of the shape-shifting material suggests light-related qualities.
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